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QUESTION: 34
Smart Replicate can replicate data between which HPE Nimble arrays?

A. between similar models
B. All-Flash models only
C. Adaptive-Flash models only
D. any combination of models

Answer: C

QUESTION: 35
A customer wants to use VVols on its HPE Nimble array. What is a prerequisite?

A. FC connectivity to the array
B. AF-series arrays only
C. NCM for vsphere 6.0 or higher
D. HPE Nimble VMware Integration license

Answer: C

QUESTION: 36
How are RAID groups organized for the disks in bank A and bank B in the AF-Series
array?

A. They construct a single RAID group if types of disks match.
B. They construct a single RAID group without any conditions.
C. They construct a single RAID group if they are deployed together.
D. They are constructed into separate RAID groups

Answer: C

QUESTION: 37
Which statement is true about SSD addition/removal in the CS-Series system? (Select
two.)

A. SSDs cannot be added or removed.
B. SSDs can be removed from the existing cache pool.
C. SSDs can only be removed if no volumes exist.
D. SSDs can be added to the existing cache pool.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 38
When is it possible to merge two replication partners?

A. any time
B. when you get an extra license
C. when you disable/break replication first
D. never

Answer: C

QUESTION: 39
Volume pinning is technology that is only available to which series of HPE Nimble
arrays?

A. CS-Series
B. AF-Series
C. All series
D. CF-Series

Answer: D

QUESTION: 40
What are the differences between the CS1000H and other CS-Series models? (Select
two.)

A. CS1000H supports 11 hard disk drives and 2 DFCs with only slot A of the DFCs
populated.
B. CS1000H cannot be upgraded to CS1000FP.
C. CS1000H cannot be upgraded to CS1000.
D. CS1000FP consists of 2 RAID stripes.

Answer: A, B
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